
Kingdom Kids Puppets       Week 9 – Oct. 30 

 

Puppets used: 

Jordan & Sally 

Verse: 

Isaiah 40:8 – The grass withers and the flowers fall, but the word of our God endures 

forever. 

 

Allan:  (welcomes the kids & calls for puppets to come out) 

(puppets emerge/show themselves and say hi/wave to the kids) 

 

Sally:  (getting his attention) Hey Allan! 

Allan:  Yeah, Sally. What’s up? 

Sally: (hesitates, think’s it might be wrong) Me and Jordan sorta looked ahead at what  

tonight’s Bible verse was gonna be and, well, we studied up on it before we 

came. 

Allan:  You did? Wow … great job! 

Jordan: You’re not mad? 

Allan:  Why would I be mad? You were reading the Bible! 

Jordan: We just thought it might be cheating to look ahead. 

Allan:  It’s OK – especially with tonight’s verse. It’s so powerful. 

Sally:  That’s exactly what we thought – it just makes a great promise. 

Allan:  Tell me what you learned. 

 

Jordan: Well, just like last week’s verse was in Isaiah, this week’s verse is, too. And 

  we learned last week that Isaiah lived and told about the Messiah’s coming 

  650 years before Jesus was born. 



Sally:  It’s Isaiah 40 verse 8. We already typed it up for the screen. 

Allan:  Check y’all out! 

Sally: (looks at screen) The grass withers and the flowers fall, but the word of our 

God endures forever. Isaiah 40 verse 8. 

Jordan: But there are some big words in there that we don’t use very much, so 

  we got online and used a dictionary to look them up. 

Sally:  The first one is “withers.” We learned that means to lose its color and, well 

  basically to die. So, we know that grass dies – but I’m not sure we needed 

  the Bible to tell us that. 

Jordan: Yeah, sometimes the Bible tells us stuff that we already know. Like when it 

  says in this verse that flowers fall – the grass withers and the flowers fall -  

  it’s like “duh” everybody knows that things that grow in the spring &  

  summer turn colors and die in the fall & winter. 

Allan:  But I think Isaiah was trying to use those examples to make a point. 

Sally:  We thought that, too! Because then he writes “but the word of our God 

  endures forever.” 

Jordan: But we didn’t know what the word “endures” meant, so we looked that up. 

Sally:  And we found out that “endures” means “to last a long time” – like when 

  something endures, it goes through hard stuff but it doesn’t go away or 

  fade – it keeps going. 

Jordan: So the point Isaiah was making is that grass and flowers fade away and die 

  but God’s word doesn’t – it keeps going! 

 

Allan:  Exactly right. Way to go, you two. 

Sally: (proud) We were pretty sure we had it right, but we wanted to pass it by  

you. 

Jordan: Yeah, because you told us that reading the Bible is important and that 

  we should understand it when we read it. 



Sally:  So – lots of things that grow fade away and die. Like my grandma’s rose 

  bushes. I mean, the roses are there when the weather’s pretty, but then 

  their petals fall off and they die. 

Jordan: And the grass – I have to help mow the yard during spring and the hot 

  summer, but then in late October or November, the grass turns brown and 

  it doesn’t grow as much. 

Allan:  But God’s word doesn’t do that – that’s what you learned, right? 

Sally:  Yep – I guess that’s why the Bible has been around for hundreds and 

  hundreds of years. 

Jordan: The Old Testament is thousands of years old! 

Sally:  And in all that time, how is it that God’s word hasn’t just disappeared like 

  other books? 

Allan:  Because it’s not just a book – it is the very word of God. 

Jordan: And He tells us through Isaiah that’s it’s gonna last forever. 

Allan:  I’m impressed with you both for digging deeper about a verse that gave 

  you a little bit of a challenge. 

Sally:  I’m trying to memorize this verse, too. Because we’re supposed to try 

  and hide God’s word in our heart. 

Jordan: I bet Allan has a song for it! 

Allan:  I sure do. Look at the words on the screen – it goes like this. 

 

(Allan teaches the song & sings it with the kids / puppets sing, too) 

Jordan: I’ve got it now.   I understand it and I have it memorized! 

Sally:  Me, too! 

Allan: Then you definitely were successful. Way to go. Hey – I’ll see you guys 

later! 

(puppets say goodbye and wave, disappear) 

(Allan prays with the kids / kids are dismissed) 


